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The Baku has been part of my life for decades now. I first encountered the 
dream-eating Baku – a creature from Chinese and Japanese mythology 
– in the 1980s, as I travelled through Japan in search of the marvellous. 
He first appeared in a story I wrote in 1993, which was circulated in 
manuscript among friends, and only published in 2010. When the story 
of the Baku was read by the daughter of my friend Bruce Adolphe, the 
composer, she insisted that he write a children’s opera based on the story 
– an opera completed due to the exceptional generosity of Jan Shrem and 
Maria Manetti Shrem. For me, writing a libretto was a new and intriguing 
challenge – how to make the story emerge, instead of telling it outright. 
In the course of writing the libretto I seemed to stumble on the Baku 
at every turn: in the dusty drawers of antique shops, in art galleries; in 
China, in America; in books, in netsuke, in ivory seals. The only place I 
never seemed to meet the Baku was in my own dreams, presumably as he 
ate them before I could wake.

The present work is due to Stefano Rovai, designer and friend, who offered 
to turn the text into a book, and to Mario Curia, who didn’t hesitate when 
asked to publish it – they are both owed heartfelt thanks. A special debt 
is owed to Elisabet Ribera, for the wonderful design and illustrations and 
to Lara Fantoni, for the exceptional translation into Italian.

The story is dedicated to my wife Marina Turova, who has protected 
my dreams for many more years than anyone would have ever imagined 
possible. 
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Dramatis personae: Emma (8 years old), her Mother, the Baku, five other 
children aged 7 and 8
The Baku is a blue dream-eating monster with a long red raspy tongue; 
he is very scary but somehow also friendly and appealing.

Synopsis: Emma is a difficult, strong-willed lonely eight year-old. Emma’s 
dreams are eaten by the Baku, except for her nightmares, which the Baku 
cannot digest. Emma keeps waking up and her mother must keep putting 
her back to bed so she can sleep well and be ready for her math exam in 
the morning. Emma discovers the existence of the Baku in her sleep, when 
he cannot digest one of her nightmares, and comes to realise how difficult 
his life is made by his strange diet of dreams. When Emma falls back to 
sleep she has a very sweet dream in which she learns the importance of 
other people, and the Baku realises, that despite his hunger, he cannot eat 
Emma’s most beautiful dream, a dream which also gives her the answers 
to her upcoming maths test. In the morning, Emma goes off to school and 
her mother is left with the Baku. The opera ends with Emma taking her 
math test with her friends, and she uses the special dream the Baku left 
her for inspiration.

EMMA 
And thE bluE 

bAku
by James M. Bradburne
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The curtain rises on a park at sundown, children playing tag, hide-and-
seek, skipping rope. They shout to each other ‘You count to ten!’ ‘You’re 
it!’ ‘Can’t catch me!’ In the background, hidden in the shadows, is a 
large, adult male figure, his features indistinct. He could be the ice cream 
vendor, or he could be a parent of one of the children.

The figure sings:

I’m here again like every day
I come to watch the children play
Happy, sad – they even fight
but what will they all dream tonight?
They don’t like math, they like to play
but they will all grow up some day
To go to work, to work all day
their dreams forgotten, like their play

The children running around, playing tag. Emma is a loner, difficult and 
strong-willed, clearly bossing them around. ‘Skipping is stupid – let’s 
play something else. No, not dodge ball, that’s for little kids – let’s play 
tag!’ ‘No, not like that, my way, my way’s best …’

Emma sings:

PREludE: 
GEttInG REAdY 

FOR bEd
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Hibble hobble, blue bobble
Hibble hobble out
If you’d been where I had been
You would not be out

Every time Emma is chased, she manages to elude being tagged, and 
taunts her four chasers by repeating the refrain above. Mother appears at 
the edge of the park, and signals to Emma to come home. Emma slows 
reluctantly, looks to the other children, who have stopped chasing, and 
sings:

Eight Pip Emma
what a dilemma
Time for me (and them)
to go to bed

Emma stops and looks at her Mother defiantly and tosses her head, clearly 
not ready to go home yet. Mother insists, saying ‘Emma, hurry up, it’s 
really time to go to bed!’

Emma leaves the park and goes home with her Mother, and slowly changes 
into her pyjamas. ‘You have a big math test tomorrow, and tonight you 
have to get lots of sleep. Mother tucks Emma into a large bed, and leaves, 
turning out the light. Emma turns on her side, sighs and goes to sleep.

The Baku looks furtively in at the door, and sees the sleeping Emma. He 
looks both ways, then enters the bedroom. He sings softly:

If you could be blue, you would be, too
a shuffling, snuffling blue Baku
If dreams were meals, not thoughts on wheels
you’d get a knife and fork and tuck in too
The greatest treat is when dreams are sweet
and linger on your tongue
but when dreams turn scary, bad or sad
don’t stick around but run!

I feed on dreams with raspy tongue
I can’t eat meat, nor fruit, nor leaves
I woke when young, in the rising sun
where cherries bloomed ‘neath temple eaves
I roam the dreamscape every night
in search of tasty tuck
but when dreams are scary, bad or sad
I’m really out of luck

Emma rolls over, with a big smile on her face, her eyes still closed in sleep.

EntER 
thE bAku
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Emma’s four friends (and a fifth child, dressed as Emma was in the 
playground) come running into the room and race around Emma’s bed. 
They tumble happily on the floor together, get up again and begin to 
create tableaux vivants –Botticelli’s Primavera (five figures), a picnic 
(Manet’s déjeuner sur l’herbe – four figures), Antonio Canova, The Three 
Graces, statues (Michelangelo’s David, Rodin’s Thinker), Munch’s The 
Scream. Each time the children freeze to create a tableau, they count out 
the number and shout whether it’s even, odd or prime (5 odd prime, 4 
even, 3 odd prime, 2 even – and prime!, 1 prime).

The Baku sneaks up on the playing children as they create the tableaux 
vivants and eats one at a time, thereby reducing the number of children, 
one by one, like Agatha Christie’s Ten Little Indians. The character of 
the Baku is at first deliberately dark, and he closes his eyes in delight as 
he finishes each one. The tableaux vivants are in fact a counting game, 
like musical chairs, where each time the music stops the Baku eats a 
child. When the music resumes the remaining children scamper away, 
still laughing.  

Emma tosses and turns in her bed, then sits bolt upright, blinking her 
eyes, confused – she had a lovely dream but can’t remember it at all. She 
turns on the light and goes back to sleep.

SWEEt dREAM 
1

The sweeter the dream, the sooner it fades
like the flame of a candle, the last glowing ember
like the first winter snowflake/the taste of a peach
why are dreams so hard to remember?

Emma’s Mother appears at the door and says ‘Emma, why aren’t you 
asleep? Tomorrow is a school day and you’ll be worn out for your maths 
test. Go to sleep this minute!’ She picks up Emma’s maths book of the 
bedside table and reads aloud:

‘In number theory, a perfect number is a positive integer that 
is equal to the sum of its factors, that is, the sum of its positive 
divisors excluding the number itself. It follows that a perfect 
number is a number that is half the sum of all of its factors 
including itself.’

She shakes her head, saying ‘this new maths is beyond me – I don’t know 
how Emma manages it’. Before closing the door she sings softly:

You are my perfect number
less twenty ‘cause you’re eight
You’re the sum of all my factors
go to sleep my love, it’s late

EMMA’S 
SOnG:
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I remember you at two years old
a toddler falling on all fours
and then a wide-eyed four year-old
exploring out of doors

Too quickly seven, just last year
all too soon you’ll be fourteen
and then it’s off to college
all those years just like a dream
On the outside we get older
inside we stay the same
the years go by, but to ourselves
our childhood dreams remain

She closes the door softly behind her.

The four children play a game with the dream Emma. They first gather 
in a circle, and put their fists together in the middle, each singing in turn 
as they count in:

Dream Emma:  Each peach pear plum
Child One:   Out goes Tom Thumb
Child Two:  Out goes Betty Blue
Child Three:  Betty Blue won’t go
Child Four:  So out goes you!

The counting-in chant means that Emma is ‘it’, and chases her friends 
around the bedroom, laughing and shouting. The Baku shadows Emma, 
and each time she touches a friend and she ‘freezes’, the Baku devours 
her.

Once again, Emma wakes up abruptly, and looks around confused – she 
knows she had a dream but can’t remember it. She turns on the light to 
see if there is anyone in the room, and sings softly to herself:

Sometimes it’s not enough to dream
to fantasise, to plan, to scheme
Sometimes it’s much more fun to do
to take a risk, try something new

SWEEt dREAM 
2
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At times like these the daydream ends
Perhaps what matters most is friends
One friend, two friends, three friends, four
Five or six or maybe more

Once again, her Mother appears at the door, saying angrily ‘Emma this is 
absolutely the last time I will tell you – turn off the light and go to sleep! I 
don’t want to hear you whining tomorrow morning that you are too tired 
to go to school. Remember you have a big math test!’ Mother shuts the 
door behind her.
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The four children (less the dream Emma) play a hurtful game, pulling 
each other’s hair and shouting. They circle Emma’s bed making faces, and 
try to pull her out from under the covers. She rolls over, without opening 
her eyes. The children continue to circle, chanting and making even more 
frightful faces, first further away, then closer, in a very threatening and 
scary dance. This time it is the friends who are aggressive, not Emma. 
This time it is their way, not her way. Emma sees there is a negative side 
to being bossy and a loner. Lightning is seen outside, and there is an 
ominous rumble…

Beat you, eat you, boil you up
suck your brains and then we’ll sup
tear your hair and pull your ears
we’re the sum of all your fears

Snag you, gag you, beat you up
break your arms and tie them up
roast your feet and toast your toes
we’re the sum of all your woes

Pinch you squinch you, press you flat
Tear your coat and snitch your hat
You think you’re smart but now think twice
For teasing us you’ll pay the price

nIGhtMARE

The Baku tries to sneak up on each child in turn as they torment Emma, 
but he recoils with a look of disgust on his face – they don’t taste good at 
all! He tries repeatedly, nibbling their toes and the tops of their heads, 
but the result is the same – he backs away with a look of disgust on his 
face, illuminated by the flashes of lightning. He sings sadly:

It’s not easy being a Baku, I don’t eat toast and jam
Unlike giraffes I don’t eat leaves, nor turnips, lettuce, mushy peas
Unlike the wolves I don’t eat mice (although I’m sure they taste 
quite nice)
I must confess my diet’s dreams – there’s nothing I can do

I’m often hungry, poor Baku, some nights, no dreams at all
If lighting flashes, thunder booms and breezes blow through all the 
rooms
just as I’m about to nibble, they all wake up and I just dribble
Nightmares taste like turpentine – there’s nothing I can do

I’m a gentle blue Baku, I have manners I have charm
I don’t make noise, I wipe my chin, I tiptoe softly when I come in
I always choose the sweetest dreams (they’re also best to eat)
but if the dreams are scary – there’s nothing I can do
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A huge thunderclap is heard, and Emma sits bolt upright in bed. She sees 
the Baku, standing behind the crowd of jeering children. The children 
scamper away, leaving the Baku forlorn, isolated and rubbing his tummy. 
He signals to Emma to join him. Emma hesitates, not knowing if he 
is dangerous. He beckons again, and Emma slowly leaves her bed and 
approaches the Baku. The Baku moves towards Emma, and stretches out 
his hands to her. She recoils at first, then reaches out to hold his hands. 
They dance.
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Emma:  I know it can’t be easy being blue
Baku:   The best and truest things are blue

Emma:  I know it isn’t easy being you
Baku:   The sky the sea and the Baku

Emma:  All well and good to make a feast
Baku:   Dreams are sweet – they don’t make you fat

Emma:  Of children’s dreams – low in calories
Baku:   But you all grow up and I’m left flat

Emma:  Now I understand why you’re so blue
Baku:   Which leaves a very lonely blue Baku

After the dance, the Baku tucks Emma into bed, and she turns on her 
side, and closes her eyes with a smile.

thE bAku’S dAnCE
 (instrumental)
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Emma’s friends return to play around the bed, and Emma joins them. 
They play a very happy game of tag, chasing and tumbling. Her four 
friends join hands to make a circle and Emma runs around them, her arms 
outstretched. Slowly she lifts off the ground, and flies above her friends, 
as they assemble and re-assemble into clearly recognisable geometrical 
forms, a juvenile Esther Williams synchronised ballet. Emma sings:

I run around in circles, but it seems that I can fly
like a pilot in an airplane, or a sparrow in the sky
As I get ever higher, I see shapes beneath my feet
my friends are forms and figures, they make my dream so sweet

Below I see a triangle, made of angels and of sides
obtuse acute isosceles, each angel justified
This triangle’s just right – at least righter than the rest
it’s made of friends all holding hands, my friends are just the best

They make a perfect square, its diagonal root two
Pythagoras’s constant is friendship through and through
A circle’s even better, as circular as pie
The perfect shape for friendship – I can see it as I fly
Archimedes’ constant, the number never ends

thE SWEEtESt 
dREAM (thE OnE 
thAt GOt AWAY)
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Others keep us soaring, love squares the circle, mends
At last we reach the real point, for nothing’s what it seems
The future’s bright and shining – other people are the secret to our 
dreams

She slowly descends, and the children invite her to join them, making a 
space in the circle. Once she has joined the circle, they continue to dance 
happily.

The Baku is still in the background, recalling the figure in the park. As 
Emma soars higher and higher, he sneaks closer to the lying children on 
the ground, and stops just as he is about to pounce on one. He draws 
back, then crouches to pounce on another. Once again he stops himself 
at the last moment, looking up at Emma circling happily overhead. It 
is clear he is having a moment of intense self-doubt – he wants to leave 
Emma her sweetest dream, and her friends. Slowly he moves away from 
the circle of children into the shadows.

He sings sadly to himself:

It’s not my fault I need to feed
on children’s dreams so sweet
but all the same they’ll need them
if they want their challenges to meet

To plan their plans, to play their games
to do their sums just right
I guess I’ll be a hungry beast
on every second night

That way they’ll grow, they’ll laugh and play
they’ll make the world anew
They may find trouble on the way
but they’ll know just what to do
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Emma wakes up. She looks around and rubs her eyes, confused. She 
looks for the Baku but the room is empty.

Eight Ack Emma
I must have a system, a
better way of getting
out of bed

Emma’s Mother pokes her head around the door and shouts ‘Time for 
school – you’re already late! Remember you have a maths test!’ Emma 
pulls the covers over her eyes and makes it clear she has no intention 
of going to school. Mother comes into the room, and tries to tug the 
covers off the bed. A vigorous tussle ensues. To her surprise, the Baku 
and Emma’s dream companions come to the rescue, surrounding Mother 
from all sides, while Emma sings a duet with her Mother, which is also a 
trio because the Baku sings along:

Emma:        I want to stay in bed and dream
Mother:  You have to go to school today
Baku:  To dream is good

Emma:  I don’t want to go and play 

WAkInG uP

Mother:  You can’t stay in bed and sleep
Baku:          To play is fine 

Emma:  I don’t want to go to school
Mother:  Your teacher’s waiting at the gate
Baku:  Perhaps you need a rest

Emma:  I’d rather stay at home and sleep
Mother:  You can’t just dream your life away
Baku:  You’re tired too

Emma:  And dream of playing Hide and Seek
Mother:  Get up and dressed right now
Baku:  Lie down a while and sleep

The Baku and the children sing to the Mother.

Baku:  Lie down a while and sleep
Chorus:  And dream of playing Hide and Seek

Emma’s Mother’s knees buckle, and she collapses gently onto the bed. 
Emma and her friends tuck the covers up to Mother’s chin. Mother is fast 
asleep, and snores quietly, a smile on her face. The children join hands 
around the bed, and Baku dances with them, all holding hands.
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Emma breaks the circle and looks at the Baku, and sings:

Just like you, my sweet Baku
eats dreams so sweet to me
I’d rather dance and play all day
than factor thirty-three

But all the same, without our dreams
our life and plans are small
an empty void without a dream
is not worth much at all

So thanks to you, my blue Baku
I’ve kept a dream so sweet
That will help me every day to face
each challenge that I meet

Emma finds her knapsack, gets ready for school, and leaves, waving 
goodbye to the Baku, who remains, standing by the bed of the Mother.

InStRuMEntAl 
REPRISE 

A bell rings. Emma is sitting at a desk at the front, her friends all seated 
behind her, the teacher with her hair tied back in a bun beating a pointer 
rhythmically on the palm of her hand. A large clock on the wall ticks out 
the time in synch with the teacher. Emma sings softly:

In my dream as I got higher
I could see the shapes below
My friends were forms and figures
they’re all I need to know

The triangle is first, made of angles and of sides
obtuse acute isosceles, each angle justified
One triangle’s just right – at least righter than the rest
A and B is C, all squared – I’m sure I’ll pass the test

A perfect square comes second, its diagonal root two
Pythagoras be proud of me, I’m constant and true blue
A circle’s even better, as circular as pi
A transcendental number – I could see it from the sky

thE MAthS 
tESt
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Archimedes’ constant, a number crazy as they come
circumference to diameter, no-one could say I’m dumb
At last we reach the point – the point is all there is
it’s everywhere and nowhere, and it finishes this quiz

So just like you, my sweet Baku, eats dreams so sweet to me
I’d rather dance and play all day, than factor thirty-three
And thanks to you, my blue Baku, I’ve kept a dream so sweet
That will help me every day to face each challenge that I meet

CURTAIN
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